We present a survey of tagging accuracies -concerning part-of-speech and full morphological tagging -for several taggers based on a corpus for medieval church Latin (see www.comphistsem.org). The best tagger in our sample, Lapos, has a PoS tagging accuracy of close to 96% and an overall tagging accuracy (including full morphological tagging) of about 85%. When we 'intersect' the taggers with our lexicon, the latter score increases to almost 91% for Lapos. A conservative assessment of lemmatization accuracy on our data estimates a score of 93-94% for a lexicon-based lemmatization strategy and a score of 94-95% for lemmatizing via trained lemmatizers.
Introduction
Part-of-speech (PoS) tagging is a standard task in natural language processing (NLP) in which the goal is to assign each word in a sentence its (possibly complex) part-of-speech label. While partof-speech tagging for English is well-researched, morphologically rich languages like some Slavic languages or classical languages such as ancient Greek or Latin have received considerably less attention. Often-cited problems for the latter class of languages include relatively free word-order and a high degree of inflectional variability, leading to data sparseness problems.
In this work, we survey tagging accuracies (part-of-speech as well as full morphological tagging) for several part-of-speech taggers based on a corpus of Latin texts.
The corpus, which was built as part of the Computational Historical Semantics (CompHistSem) project 1 , comprises about 15 500 sentences as ex-1 www.comphistsem.org emplified in Table 1 . The aim of CompHistSem is to develop an historical semantics based on medieval Latin texts that allows for fine-grained analyses of word meanings starting from richly annotated corpora. The application scenario of the current study is to meet this annotation requirement by means of open access tools.
Our corpus is based on the capitularies, the amalarius corpus as partly available via the Patrologia Latina 2 and three further texts from the MGH 3 corpus (Visio Baronti, Vita Adelphii, Vita Amandi). Each token of the corpus has been manually annotated with a reference to an associated lexicon entry as described below (cf. Mehler et al. (2015) ). In this way, full morphological features are available for all tokens. Our lexicon has been compiled from several sources such as LemLat and from rule-based lexical expanders. We describe its composition in more depth in Section 2.
The taggers we survey include three relatively new taggers (Lapos, Mate, and the Stanford tagger) as well as two taggers originating in an earlier tagging tradition (TnT, TreeTagger). In addition, we report results for two tagger variants available in the OpenNLP package. All taggers are trained on our corpus. In accordance with Moore's law describing scientific/technological progress over time, we find that more recent tagger classes substantially outperform their predecessor generation. The best tagger in our sample, Lapos, has a PoS tagging accuracy of close to 96% and an overall tagging accuracy (including full morphological tagging) of about 85%. When we 'intersect' the taggers with our lexicon, the latter score increases to almost 91% for Lapos. Concerning lemmatization, we lemmatize words on the basis of the taggers' outputs. We employ two dif- Table 1 : Sample sentence ('from the fruits of the earth our body is sustained') in our corpus and its annotation.
ferent lemmatization strategies: we either look up the current lemma in the lexicon given the word form as well as the predicted tag information (lexicon-based lemmatization) or we lemmatize on the basis of statistical lemmatizers/string transducers trained on our corpus. A conservative assessment of lemmatization accuracy estimates a score of 93-94% for the lexicon-based strategy and a score of 94-95% for the trained lemmatizers.
This work is structured as follows. Section 2 describes our lexicon. Section 3 outlines related work, on part-of-speech tagging and resources for Latin. Section 4 describes our lemmatization module and Section 5 the tagging systems we survey. In Section 6, we outline results and we conclude in Section 7.
Lexicon
Our lexicon named Collex.LA (Mehler et al., 2015) consists both of manually created lexicon entries as well as of automatically extracted entries from several freely available Web resources, in particular AGFL (Koster and Verbruggen, 2002) , LemLat (Passerotti, 2004) , Perseus Digital Library (Smith et al., 2000) , Whitaker word list 4 , Thomisticum 5 (Busa, 1980; McGilivray et al., 2009) 
Related work
PoS tagging is a long-standing NLP task and (modern) classical approaches to solving it include Hidden Markov models, conditional random fields (CRFs), averaged perceptrons, structured SVMs, and max margin Markov networks (Nguyen and Guo, 2007) . For highly inflectional languages, the problem of large tagsets arises, which leads to serious data sparsity issues, besides tractability problems. Tufis (1999) addresses this via a multi-stage tagging approach in which tagging is initially performed with a reduced tagset. Müller et al. (2013) show that even higher-order CRFs can be used for large tagsets when approximations are employed. Boros et al. (2013) use feed forward neural networks, which can arguably better smooth probabilities, for this problem. In a non-contextual task setting, Toutanova and Cherry (2009) show that, for morphologically rich languages, lemmatization and part-of-speech tagging may mutually inform each other. Lee et al. (2011) show that tagging and dependency parsing may mutually inform each other in such a setup, too. Concerning lexical resources for Latin, to our knowledge, there are concurrently three freely available resources for Latin: Perseus (Smith et al., 2000; Bamman and Crane, 2007) , Proiel (Haug and Jøhndal, 2008) , and the Index Thomisticus (IT) (Busa, 1980; McGilivray et al., 2009 ). Perseus and Proiel cover the more classical Latin era, while IT focuses on the writings of Thomas Aquinas. All resources indicate lemma and various part-of-speech information for its tokens. IT in addition provides dependency information. Concerning size, Perseus is the smallest resource with roughly 3 500 sentences, and Proiel and IT each contain about 13 000-14 000 Latin sentences.
Lemmatization
On our corpus, we learn a character-level string transducer as a component model of our tagger. This lemmatizer is trained on pairs of strings (x, y) where x is a full form (e.g., amavisse 'have loved') and y its corresponding lemma (e.g., amo 'love'). Learning a statistical lemmatizer has the advantage that it can cope with OOV words and may adapt to the distribution of the corpus. Our lemmatization module is LemmaGen (Juršič et al., 2010) . LemmaGen learns 'if-then' rules from (x, y) pairs as indicated. To transduce/lemmatize a new input form, rules (and their exceptions) are ordered, and the first condition that is satisfied fires the corresponding rule.
Part-of-speech taggers
Here, we briefly sketch the taggers we survey in Section 6. All taggers outlined are languageindependent and general-purpose taggers.
The TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) implements a tagger based on decision trees. Despite its simple architecture, it seems to enjoy considerable popularity up until recently. Concurrently, two freely available TreeTagger taggers for Latin are available. 8 TnT (Brants, 2000) implements a trigram Hidden Markov tagger with a module for handling unknown words. It has been shown to perform similarly well as maximum entropy models. Lapos (Tsuruoka et al., 2011 ) is a 'history based' tagging model (this model class subsumes maximum entropy Markov model) incorporating a lookahead mechanism into its decision-making process. It has been reported to be competitive with globally optimized models such as CRFs and structured perceptrons. Mate (Bohnet and Nivre, 2012) implements a transition based system for joint part-of-speech tagging and dependency parsing reported to exhibit high performance for richly inflected languages, where there may be considerable dependence between morphology and syntax, as well as for more configurational languages like English. The OpenNLPTagger is an official Apache project and provides three different tagging methods: maximum entropy, perceptron and perceptron sequence (cf. (Ratnaparkhi, 1996; Collins, 2002) ) for maximum/perceptron based entropy tagging). We evaluated the maximum entropy and the perceptron approach. 9 The Stanford tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003 ) implements a bidirectional log-linear model that makes broad use of lexical features. The implementation lets the user specifically activate and deactivate desired features.
We use default parametrizations for all taggers 10 and trained all taggers on a random sample of our data of about 14 000 sentences and test them on the remainder of about 1 500 sentences.
Results

Tagging
Contrary to some of our related work, we view the morphological tagging problem for Latin as a multi-label tagging problem in which each tagging task (PoS, case, gender, etc.) is handled independently. To compensate for this naïvety, we subsequently 'intersect' the resulting tag decisions with our lexicon, which considerably improves performance, as we show. Table 3 shows accuracies (fraction of correctly tagged words) on each tagging subtask. The almost consistently best tagger is Lapos, with a slight margin over Mate and the Stanford tagger. TnT's and particularly OpenNLP's and the TreeTagger's performance are substantially worse. For example, overall tagging accuracy (indicating the probability that a system is jointly correct on all subtasks) of Lapos is about 2.9% higher than that of TnT and about 6.6% higher than that of the TreeTagger. When we 'intersect' the taggers' outputs with our lexicon -i.e., we retrieve the closest lexicon classification for the input form in 9 Unfortunately, the documentation of these methods is not very detailed, which leaves the methodology of the tagger rather unclear. The application of the sequence perceptron method led to an exception during the training phase. Therefore, this method could not be evaluated. 10 For the Stanford tagger, we include the features bidirectional5words, allwordshapes(-1,1), generic, words(-2,2), suffix(8), biwords(-1,1).
question if the form is in the lexicon 11 -all performance values increase substantially, on the order of about 5-6 percentage points (see Table 3 ). Individual increases (for Lapos) for each subtask are outlined in Table 5 . 12 Figure 1 shows the learning curve (accuracy as a function of training set size) for the three selected taggers Lapos, Mate, and the TreeTagger for the category 'PoS' (similar curves for the other tagging subtasks). Apparently, the more recent tagger generation generalizes substantially better than the older approaches, exhibiting much higher accuracies especially at small training set sizes.
Lemmatization
Lemma accuracy is indicated in Table 4 . As we mentioned, we employ two lemmatization strategies based on the taggers' outputs: either the lemma is retrieved from the lexicon given the predicted part-of-speech and the morphological tags. Alternatively, we train LemmaGen string transducers as outlined in Section 4, one for each partof-speech. Once the taggers have predicted a partof-speech we apply the corresponding lemmatizer for this word-class. Note that both strategies tendentially imply a loss of accuracy due to errors committed in a previous step, viz., tagging; however, even a falsely tagged form may receive correct lemmatization, e.g., when tag mismatch is between 'neighboring' parts-of-speech such as noun and proper noun. We find that, across the different taggers, lemma accuracy is about 93-94% for the lexicon based strategy and about 94-95% for the learned lemmatizers. Scores for the lexicon are lower, e.g., because the lexicon can simply not store all sorts of lemma information (e.g., numbers such as '75', '76', etc.) , which is an instance of the OOV problem. 13 Moreover, the lexicon tends to suffer more strongly from free lemma variations (e.g., honos and honor as equivalent alternatives). In contrast, the learned lemmatizers can adapt to the actual form-lemma distribution in the respective corpus. Due to the free variation problem as indicated and since we also count lower/upper- 11 We measure closeness in terms of the number of matching categories. 12 We note that a simple majority vote additionally slightly increases performance values. Table 5 : Tag accuracies in % for Lapos+Lexicon. The column 'Increase' indicates the increase over not consulting the lexicon. Table 6 shows a fine-grained precision and recall analysis for Lapos, across each of the possible part-of-speech labels in our tagset (for the category 'PoS'), indicating that among the frequent parts-of-speech particularly adjectives (ADJ) and proper names (NE and NP) are hard to classify. Table 7 shows the agreements in PoS prediction for the taggers of our test scenario. The agreement between the best-performing taggers Mate and Lapos is very high (98%), while the agreement of the low performing taggers to all other taggers is rather low (mostly below 95%). This is the case even when the latter taggers are compared among each other, which indicates that they commit quite different types of errors.
Error analysis
PoS
Precision Our evaluation showed that in 98.90% of the cases at least one of the taggers predicted the correct part-of-speech (oracle prediction), indicating that a tagger combination could theoretically lead to accuracy values far above the 95.86% of the best performing system Lapos.
We further investigate the distribution of errors common to all taggers, shown in Figure 2 .
Our analysis shows that prepositions are often confused with adverbs, because several Latin word forms can be prepositions in one context and adverbs in another. Since a preposition is almost always attached to a noun, and an adverb almost always to a verb, one possible approach to overcome this problem could be to estimate attachment probabilities of words by analyzing large Latin corpora.
A further common error is that the part-ofspeech tags for nouns, adjectives and pronouns are frequently confounded by the taggers, since the associated word endings are similar and quite a few word forms are homographs with both an adjective and noun reading. In addition, the word order in Latin is relatively free. Thus, an adjective can follow or precede the modified noun, which impedes a disambiguation by statistical context analysis.
Verbs are sometimes erroneously classified as nouns, due the fact that gerund forms, annotated as verbs in the corpus, can syntactically function as nouns and have strong ending similarity with nouns.
Analogously to PoS tagging, errors in morphological tagging can occur, if the same word form can be associated to different morphological feature values of the same type, which is the case for quite a lot word forms in ablative and dative as well as for word forms in accusative and nominative plural.
Finally, some words in our corpus are annotated inconsistently. For example, ordinal numbers are sometimes tagged as adjective instead with the tag ORD that is actually intended for such numbers.
Comparison with other work
Several other papers document PoS tagging accuracies for Latin corpora. For example, Bamman The thickness of an arrow leading from the correct part-of-speech to the incorrectly predicted part-ofspeech is proportional to the number of times that such an error was made by the taggers. Müller and Schütze (2015) give a best result of 88.40% for full morphological analysis on Proiel, using a second-order CRF and features firing on the suggestions of a morphological analyzer. Of course, none of these results are directly comparable -not only because different variants of Latin are considered but also because training set sizes and annotation standards differ across corpora. For instance, while Perseus has 12 different PoS labels, our corpus has 19, making PoS tagging a priori more difficult on our corpus in this respect, irrespective of which tagging technology is employed.
Conclusion
We have presented a comparative study of taggers for preprocessing (medieval church) Latin. More specifically, we applied six different partof-speech taggers to our data and surveyed their performance. This showed that the accuracy values of recent taggers barely differ on our data and take values tightly below 96% for part of speech and around 90% for full lexicon-supported morphological tagging on our test corpus. We showed that consolidating the taggers' outputs with our lexicon can substantially increase full morphological tagging performance, indicating the value of our lexical resource for addressing the problem of rich morphology in Latin. We also surveyed lemma prediction accuracy based on the taggers' outputs and found it to be on the order of around 93-94% for a lexicon-based strategy and on the order of around 94-95% for learned string transducers. Finally, we conducted a detailed error analysis that showed that all of the taggers had problems to disambiguate between prepositions and adverbs as well as between nouns and adjectives. We hope that our survey may serve as a guideline for other researchers. In future work, we intend to investigate how our results generalize to other variants of Latin. Moreover, all trained taggers presented here are made available via the website https://prepro.hucompute.org/. This also concerns our training corpus that will be made available in a way that respects copyright while allowing taggers to be trained thereon.
